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Determination of Fluid Flow Properties From the Response
of Water Levels in Wells to Atmospheric Loading
STUART ROJSTACZER1
U.S. GeologicalSurvey, Menlo Park, California

The water level in a well that taps a partially confinedaquifer is often sensitiveto atmosphericloading.
The magnitudeand characterof this responseis partly governedby the well radius,the lateral hydraulic
diffusivity of the aquifer, the thicknessand vertical pneumatic diffusivity of the unsaturatedzone, and the
thicknessand vertical hydraulic diffusivity of the saturatedzone overlying the aquifer. These key elements can be combined into five dimensionlessparametersthat partly govern the phase and attenuation
of the response.In many cases,the responseof a well to atmosphericloading can be broken up into a
high-, intermediate-,and low-frequencyresponse.The high-frequencyresponseis governedlargely by the
well radiusand lateral diffusivityof the aquifer.The intermediate-frequency
responseis governedby the
loading efficiencyof the aquifer. The low-frequencyresponseis governedby the vertical pneumatic
diffusivityand thicknessof the unsaturatedzone and the verticalhydraulicdiffusivityand thicknessof
the saturatedmaterial above the aquifer.Cross-spectralestimationis usedto fit the responseto atmo-

sphericloadingof threewaterwellsto the theoreticalcurvesin orderto yieldestimates
of threeof the key
dimensionless
parameters.These estimatesthen are used to make estimatesor place bounds on the
verticalpneumaticdiffusivityof the unsaturatedzone, the lateral permeabilityof the aquifer,and the
compositevertical hydraulic diffusivityof the overlyingsaturatedmaterials.

INTRODUCTION

The water level in a well is often sensitiveto atmospheric
loading. Figure 1 compares a hydrograph of one of the wells
to be examined in detail to local barometric pressureand tidal
strain. The well responds inversely to barometric pressure
changes,a phenomenon first rigorously examined by dacob
[1940]. The well also respondsto tidal strains (compressionis
positive).If the aquifer is perfectly confined and has high lateral transmissivityor the well has a small diameter, the response
of a water well to atmosphericloading and Earth tides will be
a direct indication of the undrained responseof the aquifer to
imposeddeformation. Under these conditions, changesin atmospheric pressureare related to changesin the water level of
the well by a simple linear coefficient called the barometric
efficiency Idacob, 1940] or static-confined barometric efficiency(S. Rojstaczer and D.C. Agnew, The static responseof
the water level in an open well to areally extensive deformation under confined conditions, submitted to dournal of
GeophysicalResearch, 1988) (hereafter referred to RA, 1988);
changesin Earth-tide induced strain are related to changesin
water level by a simple linear coefficient sometimes called the
static-confined areal strain sensitivity (RA, 1988). If these coefficientsare known or can be inferred, it is theoretically possible to determine the elastic properties and porosity of the
aquifer [-Bredehoefi,1967; Van der Kamp and Gale, 1983; RA,
19883.
Aquifers, however, are never perfectly confined and their
transmissivitycan range in value over many orders of magnitude. Wells may be large in diameter.Hence the responseof
a water well to atmosphericloading and Earth tides may not
always be a direct indication of the undrained, or static-
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confined, response of the aquifer. The response of aquifers to
Earth tides and tectonic strain under conditions of partial
drainage or partial confinementis discussedin a related paper
[Rojstaczer, 1988]. The focus of this paper is on the response
of water wells to atmosphericloading.
Figure 2(top) shows conceptually that air flow and groundwater flow can influence the responseof a well to atmospheric
loading. When atmospheric pressure changes slowly, air flow
through the unsaturated zone and groundwater flow between
the aquifer and the water table cause the aquifer responseto
be partially drained. When atmospheric pressurechangestake
place rapidly, aquifer responsemay be nearly undrained, but
radial groundwater flow into and out of the well can strongly
attenuate water well response if lateral aquifer transmissivity
is low or well diameter is large. These deviations from the
static-confined response cause the barometric efficiency of a
well to be a function of the length of time or width of frequency band over which the atmospheric pressure change
takes place.
It is instructive to examine the idealized response of the

well-aquifersystemshownin Figure 2(top) to a stepchangein
atmospheric load AP. Initially, the aquifer and partial confining layer are pressurized instantaneously via grain to grain
contact due to the change in surface load. The pressure is
changed by an amount 7"AP in the confining layer and 7AP in
the aquifer, where 7" and ? are the loading efficienciesof the
partial confining layer and the aquifer, respectively(RA, 1988).
In contrast to the aquifer and the partial confining layer, the
pressurechange at the water surface of the open well is AP.

The water level change at the water table, due to its high
storage,is negligible.There are thus four imbalancesin pressure potential due to the step changein atmosphericload that
induce fluid flow: (1) vertical air flow induced by the pressure
imbalance

AP

between

the Earth's

surface

and

the water

table; (2) vertical groundwater flow induced by the pressure
potential imbalance 7"AP between the water table and the
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confining layer; (3) vertical groundwater flow induced by the
pressurepotential imbalance (7" - 7)AP between the confining
layer and the aquifer; and (4) lateral groundwater flow in-
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moves back into the aquifer and partial confining layer. The
water level in the well increasesin responseto this increasein
aquifer pressure(phase4) and eventuallyreturns to its original
static position once air pressureat the water table, the atmosphericload and the aquifer pressureare in static equilibrium.
Although examination of the responseof a water well to
step changesin deformation is usefulfor illustrative purposes,
it is more quantitatively tractable to examine the responseto
periodic changes.Numerous studies have examined the responseof wells to areally extensivedeformation as a function
of frequency. Cooper et al. [1965] and Bodvarsson[1970]
examined theoretically the high-frequencyresponseof water
wells to deformation under the assumption that the aquifer
was hydraulically isolated from the water table in the frequency range of interest. Johnson [1973] and A. G. Johnson
and A. Nur (unpublishedmanuscript, 1978) examined the the-
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Fig. 1. Hydrograph at Well TF during the second week of August
1985 with correspondingbarograph and theoretical tidal strain.
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duced by the pressurepotential imbalance(1 - 7)AP between
the open water well and the aquifer.
All of thesefour imbalancesinduced by the step load will be
establishedinstantaneously.If the loading efficiencies7 and 7"
are nearly equal, then groundwaterflow inducedby the pressure imbalance (7"-7)AP will be negligibleand we are left with
three significantpressurepotential imbalances.In this paper, I
assumethat 7" equals 7. This essentiallyrestrictsthe analysis
to conditions where the confining layer and aquifer possess
similar elastic properties and porositiesor the aquifer is very
thin and possesses
a high vertical permeabilityrelative to its
lateral permeability.
The remainingthree pressureimbalancescausedby the step
changein atmosphericload can (under certain conditionsthat
will be examined below) causewater well responseto occur in
four distinctphases.The qualitativewater well responseto the
step load is shown in Figure 2(middle).The qualitative pressure change in the unsaturated zone, partial confining layer
and aquifer during each of the four phasesis shownin Figure
2(bottom). Initially (phase 1), water flows out of the well into
the aquifer driven by the pressurepotential imbalance between the well and the aquifer. The water level in the well
eventually drops by an amount (1- 7)AP/pg at which point
the well is in equilibrium with the undrained responseof the
aquifer(phase2). The water well responsetemporarilyformsa
plateau whosewidth is governedby the length of time it takes
for groundwater flow to the water table to influencethe pressure of the aquifer.
If the unsaturated zone is thick or possesseslow air permeability, the pressurepotential at the water table does not
change for a substantialperiod of time. The confining layer
and eventually the aquifer, however, gradually depressurize
due to groundwaterflow to the water table and the water level
in the well drops in responseto this changein aquifer pressure
potential (phase3). The aquifer continuesto depressurizeand
the water level in the well drops an additional 7AP/p•] so that
the total water level changeis AP/p•]. Once air pressurebegins
to increase at the water table, however, a new pressureimbalance between the water table and the aquifer is created. Water
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Fig. 2. (Top) Cross section of well responding to atmospheric
loading and principal sourcesof attenuation and amplification of well
response.(Middle) Idealized responseof a well to a step change in
atmospheric load. (Bottom) Profile of pressure responsedue to step
changein atmosphericload at four time periods.
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oretical responseof water wells to deformation as a function
of frequency under the assumptionsthat the unsaturated zone
did not influence the response,inertial effects within the well
were negligible, and the water table could be idealized as a
spherically shaped boundary. Yusa [1969] and Weeks [1979]
examined the response of water table wells to atmospheric
loading due to the influence of the unsaturated zone under the
assumption that the fluid pressure change at the water table
was the average pressurechange of the aquifer and that lateral
transmissivity was high enough to allow for unattenuated
groundwater flow between the aquifer and the borehole. Motland and Donaldson [1984], Gieske [1986], and Hsieh et al.
•1987] have examined the response of water wells to deformation induced by Earth tides and/or atmospheric loading
under the assumption that water table influences and inertial
effectswere negligible.
This study extends the results noted above by unifying
many aspects of the different theoretical models. I examine
theoretically the responseof water wells to atmospheric loading by including the influences of gro.undwater flow between
the borehole and the aquifer, groundwater flow between the
aquifer and the water table, and air flow between the land
surface and the water table through the unsaturated zone. I
examine the theoretical responseof water wells to atmospheric
loading as a function of frequency under conditions where the
well taps a partially confined aquifer. This theoretical model is
applied to the responseof three water wells to atmospheric
loading inferred from cross-spectralestimation •e.g., Bendat
and Piersol, 1986] to yield estimatesof or place bounds on the
following fluid flow parameters: pneumatic diffusivity of the
unsaturated zone, vertical hydraulic diffusivity of the partial
confining layer, and lateral permeability of the aquifer. It
should be noted that the results shown here have many similarities to the responseof wells tapping water table aquifers(S.
Rojstaczer and F. Riley, The influence of vertical fluid flow on
the responseof the water level in a well to atmospheric loading under unconfined conditions, submitted to Water ResourcesResearch, 1988).
THEORETICAL RESPONSE OF WELLS IN PARTIALLY

CONFINED

1929

strictly vertical component of flow and one of which has a
strictly radial component of flow in the aquifer and vertical
component of flow within the partial confining layer: (1) vertical air flow between the Earth's surface and the water table;
(2) vertical groundwater flow between the water table and the
aquifer; and (3) horizontal groundwater flow between the
aquifer and the borehole with concomitant "leakance" [Jacob,
1946] from the overlying partial confining layer.
Vertical Air Flow Between the Earth's Surface
and the Water

Periodic

Table

vertical

flow of air between

the Earth's

surface and

the water table is governed by a simple diffusion equation
[Buckingham, 1904; Weeks, 1979]:

D• c•2pa/C•Z
2 = c3p•/c3t

(1)

subjectto the following boundary conditions:
p•(-L,

t)= A cos (cot)

(2a)

p•{L, t)= A cos (cot)

(2b)

where p• is the air pressure,D• is the pneumatic diffusivity,
and A and coare the amplitude and frequency,respectively,of
the pressure wave. The boundary --L is taken to be the
Earth's surface,the water table is at a depth of 0, and the zone
from depth 0 to depth L is an artifice to assure that at the
water table there is no air flux. The solution for air pressureat
the water table (z = 0) is given by [Rojstaczer, 1988]
(3)

Pa = (M -- iN)A exp (icot)
where

M and N are

M =

N =

2 cosh
(x/•) cos(x/•)
cosh
(2x//-•)+
cos(2x//-•)
2 sinh
(x//-•)sin
(x//-•)
cosh
(2x//R)+cos(2x//R)

(4a)

(4b)

and R is a dimensionlessfrequency referenced to the pneumatic diffusivity Da and the depth L from the Earth's surfaceto
the water

table:

AQUIFERSTO PERIODIC ATMOSPHERICLOADING

The responseof a water well to atmosphericloading can be
conveniently broken up into five processes:(1) mechanical
loading of the aquifer due to the surface load; (2) pressurization at the water surface of the open well due to the air load;
(3) flow of air between the Earth's surfaceand the water table;
(4) flow of groundwater between the water table and the aquifer; and (5) flow of groundwater between the aquifer and the
borehole. In order to make the analysis analytically tractable I
make some simplifying assumptions about these processes.I
assume that the undrained response of the aquifer and the
partial confining layer to surface loading are the same; this
essentially assumes that the compressibility, porosity, and
Poisson'sratio are vertically and laterally uniform. I make the
assumption that air flow between the Earth's surface and the
water table and groundwater flow in the partial confining
layer, owing to the great lateral extent of the atmospheric
load, are vertical. I also make the assumption,common to the
analysis of partially confined aquifers [Hantush, 1955, 1960;
Neurnan and Witherspoon, 1969a], that groundwater flow between the aquifer and the borehole is horizontal. These assumptions allow me to uncouple the three-dimensional nature
of the problem into three flow problems, two of which have a

R = L2co/2Da

(5)

Carslaw and Jaeger [1958, p. 105] give the solution of (1)
subject to the boundary conditions of (2) strictly in terms of
phase and gain.
It

should

be noted

that

the inverse

of the dimensionless

frequency R is analogous to the dimensionlesstime 1/u wellknown in well hydraulics. The difference is that time has been
replaced by frequency, the diffusivity of the aquifer has been
replaced by the pneumatic diffusivity of the unsaturated zone
and the radial distance from the well has been replaced by the
thickness
Vertical

of the unsaturated
Groundwater

Flow

zone.
Between

the Water

Table

and the Aquifer

Groundwater flow between the water table and the aquifer
under partially confined conditions is assumed to be strictly
vertical and occurs strictly within the partial confining layer
overlying the aquifer. Taking compression to be positive, the
governing equation for pore pressureresponsedue to periodic
atmospheric loading is (RA, 1988)

D •2p/6322
= r3p/r3t
+ myA sin cot

(6)
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draulic conductivity of the aquifer, b is the thickness of the

where D is the vertical hydraulic diffusivity of the partial confining layer under conditions where the principal components
of horizontal strain are 1/2 the vertical strain, p is the pore
pressurechange in excessof hydrostatic, and 7 is the loading
efficiency.The loading efficiencyis the ratio of change in pore
pressure to change in surface load under undrained conditions. The loading efficiency7 used here is qualitatively the
same as that given by Van der Karnp and Gale [1983] and the
tidal efficiency given by Jacob [1940]. As noted elsewhere
(RA, 1988), the major differenceis that the y used here incorporates the influenceof horizontal deformation.The source
term in (6) is due to the essentiallyinstantaneoustransmission
of the surfaceload via grain to grain contact to the subsurface.
If I take compressivestressesto be positive, the appropriate
boundary conditions are

whereK 0 is the modifiedBesselfunctionof the secondkind of
order zero [Olver, 1972; Tranter, 1968], $ is simply $sb, the
storagecoefficientof the aquifer and W is

p(0, t)= MA cos (rot) + NA sin (rot)

(7a)

W = ror•2/Kb

p(c•, t) = A7 cos (rot)

(7b)

It shouldbe noted that W is a dimensionlessfrequency(analogous to the inverse of dimensionlesstime used in well hydraulics) and 1/q is the conventional leakance of well hydraulics divided by frequency.
The solution given by (13) assumesthat (1) the water table
does not change in response to periodic discharge from the
well; (2) the partial confining layer has negligiblespecificstorage; (3) pore pressure changes induced by the fluctuating
water level induce only vertical deformation; and (4) the well
is a line source. In essence(13) is the same solution given by
Hantush and Jacob [1955'1 for aquifer responseto pumpage

whereI again take z = 0 to be the water table.The water table
boundary condition is the solution of (3). The solution of (6)
subject to boundary conditions given in (7) is [Rojstaczer,
1988]:

p = (M + iN-

7)A exp (--(i + 1)(0.5qS')
1/2)
ßexp (irot) + Ay exp (irot) (8)

where S' is the storage coefficient of the confining layer under
conditions of surface loading and q is a dimensionlessfrequency referencedto the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the
partial confining layer K' and the distance b' between the
water table and the top of the aquifer (i.e., the thicknessof the
partial confining layer):
q = b'ro/K'

(9)

aquifer, Ss is the specificstorage of the aquifer under conditions of no horizontal deformation,rw is the radius of the
well, and x0 is the amplitude of the water level fluctuation
within the well casing produced by the volumetric discharge.
This periodic steady state problem is solved in the appendix.
The solution for the drawdown at the well just outside the
well screenswis

Sw= iO.5WxoKo{[W2(S
2 + l/q2)]0'25
ßexp [i0.5{tan-• (qS)}]} exp (irot) (13)

(14)

under conditions of leakance; the difference is that the well

dischargesat a periodic rate rather than at a constant rate.
Neuman and Witherspoon [1969b] have examined the error
involved in assumptions1 and 2. Their results indicate that
confining layer specific storage and changes in water table
height can be ignored when the dimensionlessparameter

(W/q)•/2 and a dimensionless
parameterfi are lessthan 0.01

It should be noted that the term 0.5qS' is the dimensionless
where fi is defined as
frequencyQ usedin a later sectionand defined as

Q = qS'/2 = b'2ro/2D

(10)

where D is the vertical hydraulic diffusivity (see equation (6))
of the partial confining layer under conditions of surfaceloading.

fl = rw/4b'(K'Ss'/KSs)
•/2

(15)

In (15), Ss' is the specificstorageof the confininglayer under
conditionsof no horizontal deformation. Sinceconfininglayer
permeabilitieswill not be greater than aquifer permeabilities
and the well radius will be significantlylessthan the thickness
of the confininglayer and the aquifer, the dimensionlessterms

Flow Between the Borehole and the Aquifer

(W/q)•/2 and fi will almost always be lessthan 0.01. These

Groundwater flow between the borehole and the aquifer is
driven by the differencebetween the water level in the well
and the aquifer pressurein terms of head. Flow within the

resultsindicate that changesin water table height do not significantly influence aquifer responseand that the specificstorage of the partial confining layer, although it does influence
vertical flow (seeequation (8)), does not significantlyinfluence
horizontal flow in the aquifer.
The assumption that pore pressurechangesinduced by well
dicharge do not induce horizontal deformation is a standard
assumption in groundwater hydraulics. Gambolati [1974,
1977] examined the error in this assumption and found that
(in the absence of leakance) drawdown accompanying well
discharge is not significantly influenced by horizontal deformation when the well taps an aquifer whose thicknessis less
than 1/2 its averagedepth.

aquifer,as previouslynoted,is assumedto be strictlyhorizontal and the influence of the partial confining layer is described
by a leakance term. Under these conditions, the governing
equation is [Jacob, 1946]

c•2s l•s

•+

•r 2

r•r

K's
Kbb'

-

Ss•S
Kc3t

(11)

subject to the following boundary conditions [Cooper et al.,
1965]:

s(c•, t) = 0

(12a)

F•S roew2X0 .

lim
r-.o r3r

2Kb

s•n rot

Responseof a Well to AtmosphericLoading: General Case
(12b)

where s is the drawdown within the aquifer caused by a
periodic volumetric discharge within the well, K is the hy-

The responseof a well to atmosphericloading can be obtained, in the absence of inertial effects, by combining the
solutions given in (8) and (13). Since we are concerned only
with slowly varying water level fluctuations, inertial effectsin
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Fig. 3. (Left) Barometricefficiencyand (right) phaseof responseof a well to atmosphericloading as a function of Q/W
when S and S' equal 0.0001.Static-confinedbarometricefficiency(1 - 7) is 0.5 and R <<Q.

the borehole can be ignored and the relation between the
amplitude of the water level fluctuation in the well, x 0 (measured positive upwards), and the amplitude of the atmospheric
load ,4 is

Xo = --,4/Pg + Po/Pg- So

(16)

where Po is the far field pore pressure of the aquifer (pore
pressureat a radial distance where the influence of the well is
negligible)p, divided by exp (loot),and so is the drawdown at
the well s.,, divided by exp (iwt)
Po = P exp (- icot)

(17a)

so = sw exp (- icot)

(17b)

Equation (16) describes the response of the well in the frequency domain and statesthat the change in water level in the
well plus the atmosphericload (in terms of equivalent change
in water level) equals the far field pore pressure (in terms of
equivalent water level) minus the drawdown at the well.
It is useful to write (16) in terms of the gain or barometric
efficiencyBE and the phase 0 of the response

BE(w)
= -•-xøpg
--A•t--sopg
= Po
0(co)= arg (xopg/A)

In this study, barometric efficiency depends on frequency.
The value for efficiencythat reflectsthe undrained responseof
the aquifer (1- 7) is termed the static-confined barometric
efficiency.Equations (8}, (13), and (18) indicate that the barometric efficiencyBE and phase 0 of the responseare a function
of six dimensionlessparameters: (1) R, the dimensionlessunsaturated zone frequency; (2) q, the dimensionlessconfining
layer frequency;(3) S', the storage of the confining layer; (4) S,
the storage of the aquifer; (5) 7, the loading efficiency of the
partial confining layer and aquifer; and (6) W, the dimensionlessaquifer frequency.
The barometric efficiency and phase of the response of the
water well are shown in Figure 3 as a function of dimensionless aquifer frequency W and the ratio of dimensionlessconfining layer frequency qS'/2 or Q, to W. In Figure 3, R is
assumedto be much less than Q (R/Q = 0.0001), $ and $' are
0.0001, and the static-confined barometric efficiency of the
aquifer is 0.5. These constraints allow us to examine water
well response under conditions where the aquifer has typical
elastic properties, and unsaturated zone effects,due either to a
shallow water table or a high pneumatic diffusivity, are negligible. The assumption of negligible unsaturated zone effects
will be relaxed in a subsequent section. The dimensionless
ratio Q/W is a measure of the frequency above which there is
significant attenuation and phase shift due to limited groundwater flow between the borehole and the aquifer relative to
the frequency below which water table drainage significantly
influences aquifer response.When Q/W is large, a frequency
band exists over which there is little attenuation and phase
shift in water well response. When Q/W is small, we can
expect that the water well responsewill show significant attenuation and phase shift (relative to -180 ø) for all frequencies.Becauseunsaturated zone effectshave been neglected, the responseshown is qualitatively similar to the theoretical responsegiven by Johnson[1973] and A. G. Johnson and
A. Nur (unpublished manuscript, 1978); the major difference

(18a)
(18b)

where the brackets in (18a) denote the modulus of the complex
function and arg in (18b) denotes the inverse tangent of the
ratio of the imaginary component to the real component of
the complex function. Equation (18a) describesthe ratio of the
amplitude of the water level fluctuation to the amplitude of
the atmospheric load (in terms of equivalent water level).
Equation (18b) describes the phase shift between the atmospheric load wave and the water level fluctuation. Under conditions where the confining layer has zero permeability and
the aquifer transmissivityis high, P0 would be equal to A7 and
the barometric efficiency BE would simply be one minus the
loading efficiency7. The phase shift would be a flat -180 ø for
all observable frequencies of the atmospheric loading wave.
However, under conditions where the confining layer has a
finite permeability and the aquifer transmissivity is low, both
the barometric efficiencyand the phase will be a strong function of frequency.

between this set of theoretical

curves and their results is due to

their approximation that the water table is a spherically
shaped boundary which enclosesa spherically shaped aquifer.
For values of Q/W much less than 1000, the static-confined
barometric efficiencyis never observed; barometric responseis
attenuated with concomitant phase shift throughout the entire
frequency range. Physically, values of Q/W less than 100 indi-
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cate conditions where the water table has a strong influence
on water well responseover a wide frequencyband; the aquifer becomesisolated from water table influencesonly when
frequenciesare so high, relative to aquifer transmissivity,that
limited groundwater flow between the aquifer and the borehole causesignificantattenuationof response.
For values of Q/W greater than 1000, three distinct stages
of responsecan be observed: an intermediate-frequencyresponse,a low-frequencyresponse,and a high-frequencyresponse. At intermediate frequencies, air pressure response
forms a plateau in both phase and barometric efficiencythat
increasesin width with increasing values of Q/W. This responseis analogousto the responseto a step load during
stage 2 (see Figure 2). In this frequency band, the staticconfined barometric efficiencyis observed and there is little
phase shift between the atmospheric pressurewave and the
water well response(the phase shift of -180 ø is due to the
inverse relation between water level and atmosphericpressure). Physically, water table influencesare negligiblein this
frequencyband and the aquifer transmissivityis high enough
to allow for well responseto be unattenuated.
It shouldbe noted that for frequenciesoverlappingthe lowand intermediate-frequencybands, barometric responseslightly exceedsthe static-confinedbarometric efficiency.There is

no analog to this slight amplification in the responseof a
water well to step changesin atmosphericload. The amplification of response is due to resonance: the influence of the

water table is slight,but it has a phaseshift that weakly reinforcesthe nearly confinedwater well response.
In the low-frequencyband, the responseis distinguishedby
increasingattenuationand phaseadvancewith decreasing
frequency.This responseis analogousto stage4 in Figure 2: as
frequencydecreases,
water table influencesbecomemore significant and the responseasymptoticallyapproaches0. It
should be noted that stage3 noted in Figure 2 (barometric
efficiencyachievinga value of 1 due to early water table influences)does not appear in Figure 3. This is becauseunsaturated zoneeffectsare assumedto be negligible.
In the high-frequency
band,the responseis characterizedby
increasingattenuation and phase lag with increasingfrequency.This responseis analogousto stage1 in Figure 2. At
thesefrequencies,
aquifertransmissivity
is low enough(for the
given well bore storage)to limit groundwaterflow betweenthe
aquifer and the borehole and as frequency increases, the responseasymptotically approaches 0.
Figure 4 shows the influence that the storage of the confin-

ing layer and aquifer have on the response.In Figures 4(top
left) and 4(top right) storage for both the confining layer and
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the aquifer are 0.01; in Figure 4(bottom left) and 4(bottom
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0.5

right) they are 1 x 10-6. Both sets of responsecurvesare
qualitatively similar to the responsecurves in Figure 3. As in
Figure 3, the response can be compartmentalized into three
frequency bands for values of Q/W greater than 1000. At low
frequencies,the sensitivity to storage is negligible for a fixed
value of Q/W. This lack of sensitivity is due to the minor

s

amountof welldrawdown
at low frequencies.
At highfre-

107'

quencies,decreasingstoragecausesgreater•attenuationand
phase shift, a phenomenon that will be considered in detail in
the following section.
It is useful to determine, given typical aquifer and confining
layer properties and geometries,whether the parameter Q/W
can realistically have a value greater than 1000. Given an
aquifer thickness of 30 m and hydraulic conductivity of 2
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i i ill
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x 10-7 m/s, a confininglayer hydraulicconductivityof 10-9
m/s and specificstorage3 x 10-6 m-x, and a well radiusof
0.1 m, the dimensionlessparameter Q/W has a value of ap-
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0.01

0.001

i

i

i

i [ [1[

1

10

W=c•r.2//Kb
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proximately1 x b'2, whereb' is in meters.For Q/W to exceed
1000 under theseconditions, confining layer thicknessmust be
in excessof 30 m. This result indicates that in many instances
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the parameter Q/W will be greater than 1000 and water well
responsecan be broken up into three distinct frequencybands.
In the following sections,I examine the high-frequencyband
and low-frequency band in detail.
High-Frequency Response

In the high-frequencyband, the well is isolated from water
table and unsaturated zone influences. As a result, aquifer

pressurePois a constantand the dimensionless
frequencyq is
effectivelyinfinite. The barometric efficiencyand phaseof the
responseare describedby

-280
[
!

BE(co)=

A(7 -- 1) -- sopg

o.ool

!

,

, l,,,[

o.o,

,

(19a)

O(co)
= tan-x Jim[A(7- 1)- Sopg]/Re[A(7- 1)- Sopg-I
(19b)

where Im and Re denote the imaginary and real parts of the
function,respectively.Since aquifer pressureis related to the
amplitude of the pressurewave by a constant 7 water well
attenuation and phaseshift dependon only two out of the six
dimensionlessparameters: W and S. Of these two parameters,
only the dimensionlessaquifer frequency W strongly influencesresponse.Figure 5 showsthe barometric efficiencyand
phase of the water well responseas a function of W and S.
Because water table influences are negligible, the solution
given here is nearly identical to the solution given by Cooper
et al. [1965] for the steadystate responseof a well that taps a
confinedaquifer to periodic deformation at frequencieswhere
inertial effectsare insignificant.The only differencesare that
the phasehas been shiftedby -180 ø due to the inverserelation betweenair pressureand water level and the amplitudeof
the responsehas been multiplied by the static-confinedbarometric efficiency(1 - 7). As noted by Hsieh et al. [1987], the
solutiongiven by Cooper et al. indicatesthat the phaseis only
weakly dependenton aquifer storage,with lessphaselag and
attenuationslightlyfavoredby high valuesof aquifer storage.
For all values of aquifer storage coefficientS large attenuation and phaseshift occur only after dimensionlessfrequency
W exceedsa value of 0.1. Thus the absenceof any observable
attenuation and phase shift with increasing frequency in a
well'sresponseplacesa lower bound on aquifer transmissivity
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W=•r.2//Kb
Fig. 5. High-frequencyresponsein terms of barometric (top)
ficiencyand (bottom) phase as a function of $. Static-confinedbarometric efficiency(1 - 7) is 0.5.

if the radius

of the well is known

and the influence

of the

water table is slight in the frequencyband of interest.
Low-Frequency Response

In the low-frequency band, the well is in equilibrium with
aquifer pressureand the well drawdown so can be assumedto
be zero. The barometric efficiencyand phase are described by

BE(co)= IPo/A - II

(20a)

0(co)= tan-x (Im(po/A- 1)/Re(Po/A- 1))

(20b)

Since barometric efficiencyand phase are strictly a function of

aquiferpressurePo water well responseis dependenton only
three of the dimensionlessparameters: 3'(one minus the staticconfined barometric efficiency),Q, and R.

Figure 6 shows the responseof a water well in the lowfrequencyband as a function of dimensionlessconfininglayer
frequencyQ and dimensionlessunsaturatedzone frequencyR.
The static-confined barometric efficiencyis 0.5. The solution
shown in the figure is essentiallyidentical to a solution discussedelsewhere[Rojstaczer, 1988]; the only differenceis that
following hydrologic convention, compressionis defined as
positive.
In summary, water well responsein the low-frequencyband
is a strong function of both R and Q. When the ratio R/Q is
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Low-frequency responsein terms of barometric (left) efficiency and (right) phase as a function of R/Q. Staticconfined barometric efficiency(1 - 7) is 0.5.

less than 10 -'• the unsaturated

zone has little influence on

response and the barometric efficiency, which exhibits slight
resonance at the high end of the frequency band, generally
attenuates with decreasing frequency; the phase shows a
nearly monotonic phase advance with decreasingfrequency.
For large values of R/Q, however, barometric efficiency exceedsthe static-confined responseover much of the frequency
band analyzed. The increasing barometric efficiency with decreasing frequency is analogous to stage 3 in Figure 2. As
previously noted, the responseis caused by water table influence under conditions where the water table is strongly isolated from air pressurechangesat the surface.For large values
of R/Q, the phase lags slightly behind the air pressure over
much of this frequency band.
Figure 7 shows the influence of the loading efficiency7 on
well response.For aquifers with a loading efficiency of 0.20
(static-confinedbarometric efficiencyof 0.80), the amplitude of
the responseis considerably higher than that shown in Figure
6 (static-confined barometric efficiency and 7 equal 0.50), at
dimensionlessfrequenciesless than 1. The phase, in comparison to Figure 6, shows little in the way of a phase lag. For
aquifers with a loading efficiencyof 0.80 (static-confinedbarometric efficiency of 0.20), the amplitude of the response is
considerably lower at dimensionlessfrequenciesgreater than
1. The phase, when R/Q is small, has a wide frequency band of
significant phase lag.
APPLICATION

OF THEORETICAL

RESPONSE

The above results indicate that water well responseto atmo-

sphericloading will be stronglydependenton the three dimensionlessfluid flow parameters: R, Q, and W. If the responseof
a well can be fit to the theoretical solutions, it is possibleto
make estimates or place bounds on these three key parameters. Once these dimensionlessparameters are estimated, it is
then possible to make estimates of or place bounds on the
fluid flow parameters that govern water well response: pneumatic diffusivity of the unsaturated zone, confining layer hydraulic diffusivity and aquifer permeability. The process of
fitting well responseas a function of frequencyto dimensionlesstheoretical curves is analogous to the standard practice of
fitting water level declinesas a function of time in responseto
pumpage to "type curve" plots. The essentialdifference is that
becausethe solutions given here are a function of frequency,

there are two type curves that are fit simultaneously:one for
barometric efficiencyand one for phase.
In order to compare a water well's responseto the theoretical solutions, we need to determine its transfer function or
barometric efficiency and phase as a function of frequency.
The transfer function that relates atmospheric loading to
water level can be found using cross-spectralestimation [e.g.,
Bendat and Piersol, 1986]. For the water well records examined here, the transfer functions were obtained by (1) deter-

mining the power spectraand crossspectrafor the water well
record, the local atmospheric pressurerecord and the theoretical areal strain produced by the Earth tides, and (2) solving
the following system of complex linear equations for every
frequency:
BB

BT

HB

BW

TB

TT

HT

TW

(21)

where BB and TT denote the power spectra of the atmospheric pressure and Earth tides, respectively, BT and TB denote
the cross spectrum and complex conjugate of the cross spectrum, respectively, between atmospheric loading and Earth
tides, BW and TW denote the cross spectra between atmospheric loading and water level and Earth tides and water
level, respectively, and HB and H T denote the transfer function between water level and atmospheric loading and water
level and Earth tides, respectively. The Earth tides were included in the analysis becausethey have a strong influence on
the responseof the wells examined at diurnal and semidiurnal
frequencies.Further details on how the transfer functionswere
determined are given elsewhere [Rojstaczer, 1988]. In the
analysis below, the transfer functions were fit to the type
curvesby hand.
A descriptionof the wells examinedin this paper is given in
Table 1. Two of these wells, TF and JC, are located near
Parkfield, California and the other well is located near Mammoth Lakes, California. The aquifer permeabilities given in
Table 1 were determined from specificcapacity data (TF) or
slug tests (JC, SC2). The aquifer permeabilities inferred from
the slug testsas well as the thicknessesof the partial confining
layers (depth from the water table to the top of the aquifer) at
these wells indicate that the dimensionlessratio Q/W may be
quite large; as a result, well responsemay take place in the
three distinct bands noted above.
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Fig. 7. Effect of surface loading efficiency on low-frequency response.(Top left) Barometric efficiency and (top right)
phase when the loading efficiency7 is 0.2. (Bottom left) Barometric efficiencyand (bottom right) phase when the loading
efficiency 7 is 0.8.

It is likely, however,that only a part of the completetheoretical responsewill be observedin any one well. The limited
length of the data sets(about 150 days) and the lack of any
large air pressure signal at frequenciesgreater than 2 cycles/day limit the band width over which we can estimate well

Well

TF

The transfer function for the responseof well TF to atmospheric loading is shown in Figure 8. Barometric efficiency
peaks at 0.6 at a frequencyof about 0.5 cycles/day.The phase
which lags the atmosphericpressureat a frequencyof 1 cycle/day begins to cross over and show phase advance with
decreasingfrequencyat about 0.6 cycles/day.The figure also

response. For the wells examined here, we can obtain useful

estimatesof water well responsein the frequency band of
roughly 0.02 to 2 cycles/day.This band is only 2/5 of the
frequency band detailed in Figure 3 and as a result, it is
unlikely that the low, intermediate-,and high-frequencyresponsecan all be observed.In the well responsesexamined
below, only the low- and intermediate-frequency
responsesare
observed.The lack of a high-frequencyresponsedoes serve,
however,to place a lower bound on the aquifer permeabilities

theoreticalmodel indicatesthat the responsein the frequency
band of 0.02-2 cycles/dayis dominated by water table influences.The confined responseindicated by the model is only
approached at the high end of the observedfrequency band.
The key parameters indicated by the model are a static-

for these wells.

confined barometric efficiency of 0.37 and a value for both
TABLE

Well
Id.
TF

JC

Permeability,

Open
Interval,

1.

Depth to
Water
Table,

shows the model

fit to the observed

transfer

Description of Wells

Casing
Diameter,

Aquifer
Lithology

Partial Confining
Layer Lithology

millidarcies

m

2 x 10l
5 x 10•

147-153

18
14

0.10
0.10

marine sediments
diatomaceous
sandstone

largely fine to
medium grained

66-70

32

0.10

fractured

basalt and glacial till

152-177

m

m

marine

sediments

sandstone
SC2

2x

107

basalt

function.

The
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Fig. 8. Response
of TF to atmospheric
pressurein termsof (top)
barometric efficiencyand (bottom) phase. Fit to data is solid line
denoted

as Model.

dimensionless
frequencies
R and Q of 0.34•owherefrequencyis
in terms of radians per day. The hydraulic and pneumatic
diffusivitiesestimatedfrom thesevaluesof R and Q are shown
in Table 2. The specificstorage for the aquifer under conditions of atmosphericloading is consideredelsewhere(RA,

'"

CYCLES/DAY
Fig. 9. Response
of JC to atmospheric
pressure
in termsof (top)
barometric efficiencyand (bottom) phase. Fit to data is solid line
denoted as Model.

betweenthe boreholeand the aquiferplacesa lower bound on
aquifer permeability. Assuming that the dimensionlessfrequency W is lessthan 0.1, the permeability of the aquifer is
greater than 10 mdarcy, a value consistentwith the specific
capacity data.

1988) and is determined from the inferred static-confined

barometricefficiencyand areal strain sensitivityfor the well. It

Well

JC

is estimatedto be 2.2 x 10-6 m-z. Assumingthat the specific
storageof the confininglayer is closeto that of the aquifer,I

Figure 9 showsthe transferfunctionfor the well responseat
JC. Barometric efficiencyshows a nearly monotonic change
can obtain an estimateof the vertical permeabilityof the conwith decreasing
frequencyover the entire observedfrequency
fining layer. This permeabilityis 10 mdarcy, a value slightly
band. The phaseis nearly flat over the observedfrequency
lessthan the permeabilityof the aquiferof 20 mdarcyindicatband and indicatesthat the water level in the well lagsslightly
ed by the specificcapacitydata. The lack of any observable
behind the atmospheric load. The fit to the theoretical model
responsethat can be attributed to limited groundwaterflow
indicatesthat water well responseis strongly governedby
limited

air flow between the Earth's

surface and the water

table. Like the responseat TF, the static-confinedresponseis
approachedat a frequencyof 2 cycles/day.The inferredstaticConfining Layer
confined barometric efficiencydetermined from the model is
Aquifer
H,ydraulic
Unsaturated
Zone
parametersR and Q are 100 and 1.0o•,
Well Permeability, Diffusivity,
PneumaticDiffusivity, 0.67. The dimensionless
Id.
millidarcies
cm2/s
cm2/s
respectively.The pneumatic and hydraulic diffusivities estimated from theseparameters are shown in Table 2. The estiTF
>10
5 X 102
9 x 10ø
mated
hydraulic diffusivityof the partial confininglayer is on
JC
>60
2 x 102
2 x 10-2
the sameorder as that estimatedat TF; the estimatedpneuSC2
>90
I x 10ø
>1 x 101
matic diffusivity is over two orders of magnitudelessthan that
Estimatesfor SC2 are from model2 in Figure 10.
at TF. It should be noted that it is difficult to explain this
TABLE 2. Estimateof Fluid Flow Propertiesof Wells
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begin to slightly influence water well responseat the low end
of the observable frequency (model 2). In this interpretation,
the static-confined barometric efficiencyis 0.74 and the values
for Q and R are 10coand lessthan 1.0co,respectively.
Table 2 shows the air and hydraulic diffusivities inferred
from Model 2. The lower bound on pneumatic diffusivity is
nearly the same as the pneumatic diffusivity estimated at TF;
the hydraulic diffusivity of the partial confining layer is considerably lower. The specificstorage of the aquifer is estimated

0.8 -

0.4-

to be (RA, 1988)4.9 x 10-6 m-1. If I assumethat the specific

+DATA
0.2-
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storageof the confininglayer and the aquifer are the same,the
vertical permeability of the confining layer is estimated to be
5 x 10-2 mdarcy,indicatingthat the confininglayer is composed of considerably different material than the aquifer. This
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inference is consistent with the lithology at the site: the well
taps a fractured basalt overlain by glacial till [Farrat et al.,
19853.
Once again, there is no observable attenuation of response
due to limited hydraulic communication between the quifer
and the borehole.

The lack of observable

attenuation

indicates

-160

+

-180

4:
.....
+.+.
-I-+h-tg--tJI
+

that aquifer permeability is greater than 90 md; the slug test

data suggestthat aquiferpermeabilityis 2 x 10? mdarcy,a
value much larger than this lower bound.
CONCLUSIONS

The responseof water levels in wells that tap partially confined aquifers to atmospheric loading is dependent on the elastic and fluid flow properties of the aquifer as well as the maMODEL 1
terial overlying the aquifer. Owing to the hydraulic properties
of the aquifer and confining layer and the pneumatic properMODEL 2
ties of the unsaturated zone, water well response cannot be
0.01
expectedto be independentof frequency.Attenuation and am.......
........
.......
plification of the static-confinedresponseto atmospheric loadCYCLES/DAY
ing can occur in theory and is observedin the wells examined
Fig. 10. Response of SC2 to atmospheric pressure in terms of
here.
Phase lags and advances observed in response to atmo(top) barometric efficiencyand (bottom) phase. Fit to data are lines
denoted as models 1 and 2.
sphericloading also have a theoretical basis.
In many instances, the response of a well can be divided
into three frequency bands. The responseat low frequenciesis
difference on the basis of differences in site lithology. The independent of aquifer permeability and depends on the conspecific storage of the aquifer is estimated elsewhere (RA, fining layer and unsaturated zone diffusivities. Attenuation
1988) to be 2.3 x 10-6 m -1. If the specificstorage of the and amplification as well as phase lags and phase advances
confining layer is close to that of the aquifer, the vertical are possiblein this frequency band. The responseat intermedipermeability of the confining layer is about 5 md, a value that ate frequenciesis dependent on the elastic properties of the
is one order of magnitude less than the permeability of the aquifer and is independent of fluid flow properties; it is
characterized by a flat barometric efficiency and phase. The
aquifer of 50 mdarcy estimated from a slug test.
Although phase lag increasesslightly between 1 and 2 cy- responseat high frequenciesis independent of confining layer
cles/day,nothing elsesuggeststhat any attenuation occursdue and unsaturated zone diffusivity and is strongly dependent on
to limited groundwater flow between the aquifer and the bore- aquifer permeability. It is characterized by increasing attenuhole. Assuming that dimensionlessfrequency W is less than ation and phase lag with increasing frequency. The width of
0.1, the lower bound on permeability for the aquifer is 60 separation between the high- and low-frequency response(i.e.,
mdarcy, a value slightly greater than the permeability of 50 the width of the intermediate-frequencyband) is dependent on
the well radius, the aquifer transmissivity, and the confining
mdarcy inferred from the slug test data.
layer thicknessand hydraulic diffusivity.
Well SC2
The theoretical response can be used in conjunction with
The response of SC2 to air pressure shown in Figure 10 the observed response of water wells as a function of freindicates that both the barometric efficiency and phase are quency to yield estimates or place bounds on the fluid flow
relatively flat over the observed frequency band. Because the parameters within the aquifer, confining layer and unsaturated
responselacks any strong trend, interpretation of the response zone. For the wells examined, water well response to atmois somewhat ambiguous. The figure shows two interpretations spheric loading does not yield much information on aquifer
of the response.In the first interpretation (model 1), the static- permeability; it is possible only to obtain a lower bound for
confined responseis observed over the entire frequency band. this flow parameter. In low-permeability environments, howThe barometric efficiencyis a flat 0.78, Q is greater than 41o0, ever, the response of water wells to atmospheric loading may
and R is not indentifiable. Alternatively, water table effects prove usefulin estimating aquifer permeability.
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Water well response,for the wells examined here, does serve
to yield usefulestimatesof confining layer hydraulic diffusivity
and the pneumatic diffusivity of the unsaturated zone. If the
site lithology indicates that the specificstorage of the confining layer is close to the value of specificstorage of the aquifer,
it is also possibleto make an estimate of the confining layers
vertical permeability. Estimates of these parameters are usually difficult to obtain using a conventional techniquesand are
valuable for purposesof water resourceassessmentand studies
of contaminant migration in the near surface.
APPENDIX:

SOLUTION TO THE DRAWDOWN

PERIODIC

DISCHARGE

TAPPING

IN A WELL

WITH

A PARTIALLY

CONFINED AQUIFER

The drawdown within an aquifer that is partially confined
in responseto periodic discharge from a well is assumedto be
governedby the following equation and boundary conditions:
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where the prime implies differentiation and all exponential
terms have been divided out. Equation (A3) is an ordinary
differential equation with radial symmetry. Its general solution
is given by [Tranter, 1968-]
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where C 1 and C2 are constantsdetermined by the boundary
conditionsand I o and K o are modified Besselfunctionsof the
first and secondkind of order zero, respectively.The boundary
condition(A3b) requiresthat C 1 equalszero. The solutionfor
drawdown at the radiusrw is
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